Summer Launch 2020

GREAT WHITE SHARK

Ever since the Steven Spielberg movie “Jaws”, the thought of an encounter with a Great White Shark has
terrified people for decades! This stunning coin will bring you right back to that movie where a surfer and
the shark are the main actors.
When you look at this coin from the top, you will see a remarkable high relief fin coming out of the water.
But the real magic happens when you flip this coin to the side where you quickly see the true beast that
swims just below the surface!
CIT, the masters of double-sided ultra high relief smartminting© technology, brings this coin to life in a perspective that has never been done before! Realistic coloring of the sea adds to the already stunning design
and with a small mintage of only 2021 for this 1 oz pure silver proof, this is sure to be a blockbuster!

Great White Shark
#29380
Palau, 2021
5 Dollars
1 oz Silver .999
38.61 mm
Proof
2021 pcs

incl.
Window
Box

7 SUMMITS – CARSTENSZ PYRAMID

Our adventurous trip through the continents continues! This year we are heading for the arduous
Carstensz Pyramid in Papua, Indonesia. Over the steep north face we ascend Oceania’s highest summit,
which towers 4884 meters (16,024 ft) above sea level.
The Carstensz Pyramid is named after the Dutch seafarer and explorer Jan Carstensz. In Indonesia, the
mountain is called Puncak Jaya by the indigenous people, which means victory peak. The 5th edition
of the series, created with our enhanced smartminting© ultra high relief technology, features a vastly
higher relief and is even more stunning than its predecessors. The refined partial coloring intensifies the
detailed representation of the mountain.
This splendid coin in solid 5 ounces of fine silver is not only worthwhile for passionate mountaineers, but
also for you – the explorers, adventurers and nature lovers!

incl.
Window
Box

7 Summits – Carstensz Pyramid
#29388
Cook Islands, 2020
25 Dollars
5 oz Silver .999
65 mm
BU
777 pcs

VIÑALES METEORITE

Do you remember what you did on February 1st, 2019? People in Viñales, a little city in western Cuba do
for sure. On that day hundreds of meteorite stones showered down in the area. The meteorites could be
seen even from the Florida Keys. In total 100 kg of extraterrestrial material was collected. So the Viñales
Meteorite, the 2020 edition of this series (already the 16th issue) can be considered a new meteorite as it
is one of the latest official impacts.
This stunning piece tells a story. A story how the meteorite, of which an original 2.5 mm part is embedded,
has hit the ground. And to picture this dynamic impact on this 1 oz coin CIT uses the new possibilities of
the enhanced smartminting© technology. The crater starts from the edge of the coin and ultra high relief
creates earth walls in a very realistic way. The combination of proof, frosted and satin areas let us see
what people in Viñales experienced in February 2019.

incl.
Window
Box

Viñales Meteorite
#29407
Cook Islands, 2020
5 Dollars
1 oz Silver .999
33 mm
Proof
2500 pcs

REAL HEROES – FIGHTER PILOT

There are probably many children that had the dream of becoming a fighter pilot growing up. Many of
those same children and even adults watched the original “Top Gun” movie and dreamed some more.
CIT also honors these role models with a stunning 3 oz, 50 mm silver proof limited to only 499 pieces!
One look at this and you will ask yourself, “Am i watching the coin or is the pilot behind his visor watching me?”
This is the result when the possibilities of enhanced smartminting© technology are applied. Ultra high
relief, partly polished honeycomb pattern and extremely detailed elements reaching to and even over
the edge of the coin generate an unbelievably realistic picture. “Only the brave are free” is the matching
statement on the obverse. So get this coin and be your own hero!

incl.
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Box

Real Heroes – Fighter Pilot
#29361
Cook Islands, 2020
20 Dollars
3 oz Silver .999
50 mm
Black Proof
499 pcs

HUNTERS BY NIGHT – BLACK PANTHER

Be careful. You’re being watched.
This first edition of the new series “Hunters by Night” pictures an amazingly realistic front view of
a Black Panther’s face. The special effect is created by the fascinating obsidian black proof finish
combined with silk areas. Have a look on the stunning obverse too. The moonlight let you marvel at the
crystal clear starry sky which is the perfect environment for the hunter to start its chase.
Finally, the impressive ultra high relief of the enhanced smartminting© technology and the high gloss
scary eyes staring at you make this coin incredibly lifelike.
Although you would like to touch the shiny coat of the Panther you better run for your life and get one of
these 2 oz crown size coins limited to only 888 pieces.

incl.
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Box

Magic
obverse

Black Panther
#29404
Palau, 2020
10 Dollars
2 oz Silver .999
38.61 mm
Obsidian Black
888 pcs

EVOLUTION OF LIFE – DIPLOCAULUS

This year’s release of our Evolution of Life series is the salamander-like Diplocaulus which lived in the
perm age around 250 - 300 million years ago. As a water dweller with a size of 0.5 to 1 meter this fossil
lived on small fishes and tadpoles. The Diplocaulus probably used its flattened tail and eye-catching
boomerang shaped skull to create an uplift from the seabed when a prey was detected.
This prehistoric fossil is now featured on an impressively detailed smartminting© high relief coin. It is
plated in rose gold on an antique finish rock matrix background.
All previous releases of this series are sold out and we expect this one to go extinct as well!

Evolution –
Golden Diplocaulus
#29302
Mongolia, 2020
1000 Togrog
0.5 g Gold .9999
11 mm
Proof
15’000 pcs

Evolution of Life – Diplocaulus
#29301
Mongolia, 2020
500 Togrog
1 oz Silver .999
38.61 mm
Antique finish
999 pcs

incl.
Window
Box

LOOP THE LOOP

No virtual reality can imitate the actual thrill to ride a real roller coaster, especially a looping one. This
adventure and test of courage is perfectly captured on this coin called «Loop the Loop», named after a
dual-tracked steel roller coaster that operated on Coney Island in Brooklyn, New York, from 1901 to 1910.
The coaster was one of the first looping roller coasters in North America. It was considered revolutionary
at the time since it reduced whiplash.
Despite the safer shape, people still freaked out by Loop the Loop because it was still pretty primitive.
These were the days before the under-track safety mechanisms had been invented to prevent the passenger cars from flying off the tracks. The passenger cars on Loop the Loop had actual tires and the
only thing holding them on the track was a small side railing.
CIT’s enhanced smartminting© technology with ultra high relief on both sides enables to picture the looping in a very realistic way. Obverse and reverse show the same scenery just from another view.
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Box

Loop the Loop
#29417
Cook Islands, 2021
5 Dollars
1 oz Silver .999
38.61 mm
Proof
1901 pcs

MAGNIFICENT LIFE – CHAMELEON

It’s about to get colorful! The sixth and last edition of the Magnificent Life series shows a marvelous
wonder of nature! Our quirky chameleon with its fancy look has no reason to hide! As a distinctive group
of Old World lizards, they inhabit all kinds of tropical and mountain rainforests, savannahs and sometimes even deserts and steppes.
This 1 oz silver coin has a diameter of 38.61 mm and is limited to 999 pieces. Complemented by sophisticated enhanced smartminting© technology, vibrant colors, a cupped proof surface and the depiction of
a fascinating natural phenomenon, you cannot help but extend your Magnificent Life collection with this
edition!
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Magnificent Life –
Chameleon
#29360
Cook Islands, 2020
5 Dollars
1 oz Silver .999
38.61 mm
Proof
999 pcs

incl.
Box

ISLE OF MAN – ONE NOBLE

The Noble coins have been issued by Isle of Man since the early 80’s. Despite their world-wide popularity,
they were not minted every year. This had added to the coins allure as previous issues can be difficult
to find. The famous reverse design depicts a viking long ship under full sail with the IOM effigy on the
obverse. This year’s Noble is better than ever as it is struck using CIT’s exclusive smartminting© technology!
From the ultra high relief of the ship’s bow to the wind filled sails, every design aspect will be bolder
than it was before! You can almost feel the wind when you look at this coin! The design of this double
thick piedfort is framed by an elaborate viking motif border design. Along the top of this design, you will
see the triskele which is IOM’s coat of arms.
Interestingly, Nobles are legal tender but they do not have a fixed face value; instead, like the Krugerrand
or Mexico’s Libertad, they are legal tender to the value of their precious metal content. The obverse
features Jody Clark’s portrait of Queen Elizabeth II, that replaced Ian Rank Broadley’s design used in
the past.

1/64 Noble Gold
#29412
Isle of Man, 2020
0.5 g Gold .9999
11 mm
Proof
15’000 pcs

One Noble Piedfort
#29411
Isle of Man, 2020
2 oz Silver .999
38.61 mm
Proof
999 pcs

incl.
Window
Box

OUNCE OF LUCK 2021

A CIT classic, the Ounce of Luck has been issued annually since 2010. The proven design has changed
little over the years and so it is noteworthy that the 2021 edition features a slightly reworked design that
stays true to the series’ history while offering a delicate and modern new look. Customary since 2015,
the silver coin is accompanied by a 1 gram gold version.
Silver or gold, as a collector coin, an investment, a lucky charm or a gift – the clover leaf coin is always
a particularly charming eye-catcher! Did you know that since 2011, every single coin in this series has
been fitted with a REAL four-leaf clover? Like all the previous issues we expect a fast sellout of both of
these coins. Be quick and secure your own piece of luck!

Four Leaf Clover
#29382
Palau, 2021
1 Dollar
1 g Gold .9999
13.92 mm
Proof
2021 pcs

Ounce of Luck
#29398

White standard boxes optional.

Palau, 2021
5 Dollars
1 oz Silver .925
38.61 mm
Proof
2021 pcs

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY

February 14th, a day for all lovers.
And the 2021 edition of the Silver Hearts collection originated in 2005 is the perfect gift for that important occasion. The overarching motif of love is captured in this heart shaped coin.
The modern and fresh appeal is obtained by the application of Swarovski elements, heart shaped clear
crystals and an illustrated cute bird couple. This remarkable coin will surely put a smile on your loved
one’s face.

incl.
Window
Box

Happy Valentine’s Day
#29413
Cook Islands, 2021
5 Dollars
20 g Silver .999
37×37 mm
Proof
2021 pcs

ROSY HEART

By popular request, CIT continues the gilded silver heart from last year but this time, with a rose gold gilded
edition for 2021! One ounce of silver is struck to create a bulging, hefty three-dimensional heart with
delicate details which is one of the most dazzling and elaborate heart coins ever minted thanks to smartminting© technology.
The rosy heart is limited to only 999 pieces and will fascinate collectors of modern numismatics and bring
joy to anyone lucky enough to own this alluring token of love and friendship.
Be quick and secure your own piece of love!

Rosy Heart
#29381
Palau, 2021
5 Dollars
1 oz Silver .999
33 mm
Silk finish
999 pcs

Previous edition.

incl.
Window
Box

TIFFANY ART – PROOF

incl.
Window
Box

Isfahan Proof
#29373
Palau, 2020
20 Dollars
3 oz Silver .999
55 mm
Proof
999 pcs

TIFFANY ART – BLACK PROOF

The 2020 Tiffany edition was released at WMF 2020 in Berlin and CIT was overwhelmed by the success
of the limited 5 oz gold edition. Collectors and dealers have asked for further specifications besides the
2 oz antique finish edition which saw its final issue during that same show. Following this request, CIT is
happy to announce TWO first time ever releases!
Both magnificent pieces highlight the architectural wonder of Naghsh-e Jahan Square in Isfahan, Iran,
also known as Imam Square. This Unesco World Heritage site is one of the largest city center squares in
the world and a treasure of Persian architecture and art. The highly detailed relief honors the architecture
of the Sheikh Lotfollah Mosque.
Smartminting© makes it possible to combine the stunning details of the tiffany series with a proof and
black proof finish. This is cutting edge of modern minting and will excite coin lovers around the world.
The contrast that you see between the black proof finish and the proof finish will show you how two
different, yet equally beautiful coins with the same design can look! The results these two issues show
are breathtaking. With all the loyal followers to this series, we expect a complete sellout of BOTH of
these monumental issues.

incl.
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Box

Isfahan Black Proof
#29372
Palau, 2020
25 Dollars
5 oz Silver .999
65 mm
Black Proof
555 pcs

STEAMPUNK

Steampunk has become a cultural phenomenon. Having an impact on everything from film to fashion,
this subculture of Science Fiction has grown in popularity and influence since it was first mentioned in
the 1980’s.
Loosely defined as combining Victorian age mechanical technology with modern applications, its
unique look can be seen everywhere. In a nutshell Steampunk is what people thought about the future
with their knowledge and techniques 200 years ago.
CIT is proud to introduce a coin that utilizes the enhanced smartminting© technology with ultra high
relief of today combined with old world design elements that create a coin like no other. Look closely at
all the mechanical detail this coin has! The selected gilding enhances the look as well as pays tribute to
the striking contrast elements that are characteristic of Steampunk.

incl.
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Box

Steampunk
#29258
Cook Islands, 2020
20 Dollars
3 oz Silver .999
50 mm
Antique finish
555 pcs

2020 marks the 30th Anniversary of this cultural icon. Described by his creator as «a child in a grown
man’s body», Mr. Bean has become a favorite of millions around the globe. His humorous antics are
highlighted by his clumsiness and his ability to create embarrassing chaos around him. He is clearly a
social media superstar having 90 million followers on Facebook. Mr. Bean movies have been broadcasted
to 195 territories and have generated 6.5 billion views on YouTube!
This incredible one ounce silver proof shows Mr. Bean in his two best-known forms. The character
played by actor and creator Rowan Atkinson and his animated form. The instantly recognizable quirky
smile paired with the tweed jacket and skinny red tie will put a smile on your face and bring back fond
memories of his antics. Behind Mr. Bean you can see the British flag just below the 30th Anniversary
logo.
This proof is legal tender of the Cook Islands and shows the Queen on the Obverse side. Whether it is
you or someone you love that is a Mr. Bean fan, this will make the perfect tribute to this cultural icon.

Blister
incl.

Mr. Bean – 30 th Anniversary
#29319
Cook Islands, 2020
5 Dollars
1 oz Silver .999
38.61 mm
Proof
3000 pcs

YEAR OF THE OX

Lunar Year issues are always popular with collectors, and the ones CIT
strikes for Mongolia have become annual favorites! Starting back in 2016
with the «Year of the Monkey», the upcoming 2021 issue, which features
the «Year of the Ox», will celebrate our 5th Anniversary of the series.
Like in years past, there will be three distinct and highly collectible
releases – a unique one ounce silver coin in the shape of the Ox, a five
gram silver banknote, and a 0.5 gram gold proof.
The first Ox is struck in one ounce of fine silver and shows the Mighty
Ox as a three-dimensional numismatic sculpture. Its design reflects the
power but also the aesthetic of this beautiful animal.
The second release shows the mighty Ox on a highly detailed five gram
silver banknote. This special banknote shows wonderfully the contrast
between the different silver finishes as well as the brilliant color that has
been expertly applied.
Lastly, the Ox is proudly displayed on a 0.5 gram gold proof. Meant as a
perfect complement to the silver coin and banknote, you
will see the
image of the Ox which is similar to the way the one
ounce
shaped coin looks.

Year of the Ox Note
#29364
Mongolia, 2021
100 Togrog
5 g Silver .999
150×70 mm
Prooflike
5000 pcs
Year of the Ox Gold
#29359
Mongolia, 2021
1000 Togrog
0.5 g Gold .9999
11 mm
Proof
5000 pcs
Mighty Silver Ox
#29338
Mongolia, 2021
1000 Togrog
1 oz Silver .999
~35 mm
Antique-finish
999 pcs

Box
incl.

